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Abstract. Crowdsourcing represents an innovative approach that allows com-
panies to engage a diverse network of people over the internet and use their col-
lective creativity, expertise, or workforce for completing tasks that have previ-
ously been performed by dedicated employees or contractors. However, the 
process of reviewing and filtering the large amount of solutions, ideas, or feed-
back submitted by a crowd is a latent challenge. Identifying valuable inputs and 
separating them from low quality contributions that cannot be used by the com-
panies is time-consuming and cost-intensive. In this study, we build upon the 
principles of text mining and machine learning to partially automatize this pro-
cess. Our results show that it is possible to explain and predict the quality of 
crowdsourced contributions based on a set of textual features. We use these tex-
tual features to train and evaluate a classification algorithm capable of automat-
ically filtering textual contributions in crowdsourcing. 
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1 Introduction 

In recent years, crowdsourcing has increasingly gained attention as an innovative 
approach to harness the collective resources of a broad and diverse network of people 
over the internet. The fundamental idea of crowdsourcing is that an organization pro-
poses the voluntary undertaking of a task to an independent group of contributors in 
an open call [1, 2]. It seeks to mobilize the creativity, knowledge, or distributed work-
force of a large panel of people who perform value creation activities that have previ-
ously been carried out by designated agents, such as employees or third-party contrac-
tors. The approach grants scalable access to remote resources and allows tasks to be 
completed in a parallelized fashion regardless of time and location. In this vein, 
crowdsourcing has been found to greatly improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 
problem-solving in organizations [3, 4].  

However, the potential that arises from the decentralized contributions provided by 
a crowd comes with a critical challenge. The quantity and complexity of information 
that needs to be processed and evaluated in crowdsourcing is high – especially when 
the contributions are submitted in a raw, textual format. In 2006, for example, more 
than 140’000 international participants joined the IBM Innovation Jam and submitted 
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over 46’000 ideas in a single crowdsourcing contest [5]. Similarly, the devastating 
earthquake in Haiti during January 2010 generated over 13’500 crowdsourced mes-
sages on online maps that were used to locate emergencies and distribute relief sup-
plies [6]. As these contributions are submitted by a diverse network of people with 
different backgrounds and degrees of expertise, textual data in crowdsourcing usually 
entail a high amount of noise and ambiguity. Thus, the process of manually evaluating 
the data and filtering out low quality contributions is arduous and lengthy [2]. It gen-
erally accounts for one of the most time-consuming and cost-intensive steps in 
crowdsourcing [7]. For example, it took Google almost three years and 3’000 em-
ployees to condense the 150’000 proposals submitted to its Project 10 to the 100 [2].  

Text mining and machine learning algorithms represent promising solutions to 
cope with the vast amount of contributions in crowdsourcing [8]. They provide the 
means to discover patterns and extract useful information from textual data in a fast, 
scalable, and repeatable way [9]. In this vein, they offer the potential to automatically 
evaluate and filter contributions in crowdsourcing. Although multiple studies have 
asked for such automated approaches, research on crowdsourcing is still lacking fea-
sible models for this task [7, 10]. Our study aims to close this gap by addressing the 
following research question: “What textual characteristics can be used to assess and 
automatically predict the quality of contributions in crowdsourcing?” To answer this 
question, we choose a two-pronged approach that has already been used similarly in 
related studies [11]. First, we apply an explanatory regression analysis to examine 
textual characteristics that are associated with contribution quality in crowdsourcing. 
Then, we use these textual characteristics for predictive modeling with machine learn-
ing algorithms. That is, we build a classifier capable of predicting the quality of the 
contributions based on their textual characteristics.  

Hence, the contribution of our study is twofold. For researchers, we provide a set 
of variables and models to explain and predict contribution quality in crowdsourcing. 
These models and variables can be used to assess textual contributions with machine 
learning algorithms and, thus, contribute to a partial automatization of the evaluation 
process. For practitioners, we build a classifier based on the Random Forest algorithm 
that incorporates these variables. It is capable of automatically filtering high quality 
and low quality contributions submitted by a crowd and makes the process of review-
ing large volumes of textual feedback more efficient.  

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the 
characteristics of textual contributions in crowdsourcing and review existing evalua-
tion methods for this type of data. In Section 3, we derive hypotheses regarding the 
relationship between textual characteristics and contribution quality in crowdsourcing. 
In Section 4, we describe the methodology for testing these hypotheses with a regres-
sion analysis and outline our approach for predictive modeling with machine learning 
algorithms. Finally, in Section 5 and 6, we analyze the results and illustrate their im-
plications for both researchers and practitioners. 
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2 Related Work 

2.1 Textual Data in Crowdsourcing 

The fundamental principle of crowdsourcing is the use of an open call to engage a 
wide network of potential contributors who submit their solutions to a set of tasks 
broadcasted by a company [1]. In this vein, crowdsourcing facilitates the collection of 
information and the distribution of problem-solving to a mass of users that are co-
erced into productive labor [6]. On the flipside, opening up the participation to a de-
centralized crowd of individuals makes it more difficult to control the content and 
format of the data [12]. This is especially challenging for the broad range of 
crowdsourcing settings that are based on contributions submitted in an free text for-
mat, such as ideas on open innovation platforms [5] or user feedback in crowdsourced 
software testing [7]. These textual contributions represent an unstructured data format 
and come with several problematic characteristics regarding both their contextual and 
their representational quality [13]. First, there is no ground truth to contributions such 
as ideas, feedback, or reviews. Hence, for these types of textual contributions, it is 
inherently complex to assess and compare contextual characteristics such as the rele-
vancy or the completeness of the information [14]. Members of a crowd may have 
different perceptions of what is relevant or interesting for such a task and will typical-
ly cover a broad range of topics in their contributions [12]. Some contributions may 
lack focus and specificity; others may even include contradictory or false information 
[2]. Second, the representation of information in textual contributions is generally of 
high variance and diversity [6]. Depending on their background and their degree of 
expertise, members of a crowd may express themselves in very distinct ways, using 
different expressions for similar issues or similar expressions for different issues [2]. 
Hence, not only is there a wide range of potential topics but also a wide range of po-
tential descriptions for these topics. This is aggravated by the fact that textual data 
generated by a crowd typically entail a high amount of noise due to spelling mistakes, 
grammatical errors, excessive punctuation, or informal writing styles [6].  

2.2 Evaluation Methods for Textual Data 

Given the previously described characteristics of textual data in crowdsourcing, it is 
difficult to use traditional approaches to quality control [15]. For example, it is not 
possible to employ gold standard data as there is typically no ground truth to which 
the contributions can be compared. Hence, companies rely on a manual assessment of 
the contributions. That is, someone has to read the contributions, evaluate the quality 
of the content, compare it to the requirements of the task, and either accept or dismiss 
the input for further consideration by the company [7]. Expert panels that review and 
select relevant inputs represent one of the most reliable yet impractical means for this 
step [14]. The volume of textual data and the rate at which they are created in 
crowdsourcing often exceed their information processing capacities [2]. Other ap-
proaches rely on the crowd itself for the evaluation of the contributions. However, 
multiple studies have shown that the design of ratings scales is highly challenging and 
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often fails to produce reliable results [16]. For example, rating scales have been found 
to frequently face the problems of bimodal distributions or self-selection bias [17].  

In consequence, a number of studies have experimented with text mining and ma-
chine learning algorithms to support the evaluation of textual data in crowdsourcing. 
Walter and Back [18] use text mining algorithms to cluster ideas submitted to innova-
tion jams in an attempt to provide decision support for expert panels reviewing the 
contributions. Similarly in the domain of crowdsourced software testing, existing 
research has used text mining approaches to automatically cluster bug reports and 
prioritize them for the developers [19]. In the humanitarian aid sector, Rogstadius et 
al. [20] and Barbier et al. [6] outline the use of text mining algorithms for clustering 
crowdsourced incident reports and extracting named entities (e.g., locations or family 
names) in order to make the coordination of appropriate responses more efficient.  

Hence, existing studies have already examined how the large number of textual 
contributions can be clustered and organized for companies trying to analyze the 
multitude of diverse topics and content submitted by the crowd. We extend this body 
of literature by analyzing textual characteristics that can be used to explain and pre-
dict the quality of the contributions. This allows companies not only to organize the 
variety of contributions, but also to automatically identify relevant inputs with ma-
chine learning algorithms and filter out those that are likely not to bear any value. 

3 Hypotheses Development 

For developing our model, we draw upon well-established textual features discussed 
in related literature [21–25] to operationalize the previously described contextual and 
representational characteristics of crowdsourced data and examine how these features 
are associated with contribution quality in crowdsourcing. Contextual characteristics 
account for the amount and the relevancy of the information provided in textual data. 
Representational characteristics account for the extent to which the text is presented 
in a clear and intelligible manner [21].  

First, the amount of information in a textual contribution has frequently been dis-
cussed as one of its most important features by related literature [22, 24, 25]. Longer 
contributions contain more information that could potentially be relevant for the com-
pany than shorter ones [21]. It is also easier for companies to act on feedback that is 
well elaborated [2], as it allows them to build a more comprehensive and coherent 
representation of the information in the text [14]. For example, Riedl et al. [16] note 
that “more accurate, understandable, and comprehensive information enables decision 
makers to perform better” (p. 12). On the other hand, they emphasize that contribu-
tions that are short and less elaborated tend to deliver less information that could be 
required for an accurate understanding of the contributions and appropriate decision 
making [16]. Second, related literature also emphasizes the need to consider the rele-
vancy of the information in a contribution [21, 25]. Otterbacher [21] quantifies the 
extent to which a product review contains terms that are statistically important across 
other reviews. Similarly, Weimer and Gurevych [25] use similarity features to meas-
ure the relatedness of a post to a forum topic. For crowdsourcing in particular, rele-
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vant contributions are typically characterized as containing clear and specific infor-
mation for the companies to act on [2], while vague and blurry descriptions have been 
found to be detrimental to contribution quality [16]. Hence, we hypothesize as fol-
lows: 

Hypothesis 1.  The length of a textual contribution is positively associated with the 
quality of the contribution. 

Hypothesis 2.  The specificity of the terms used in a textual contribution is positively 
associated with the quality of the contribution. 

Besides contextual characteristics accounting for the amount and the relevancy of 
the information, a second layer of analysis is concerned with the representational 
characteristics of a contribution [21, 26]. On the one hand, representational character-
istics can be used as means to measure the sophistication of a contribution [21]. For 
example, the readability [27] is frequently used to analyze the syntactic and semantic 
complexity of a text [26]. In crowdsourcing, a higher readability of a contribution 
should enable companies to better understand the submitted content and extract rele-
vant cues or information more easily [14]. On the other hand, representational charac-
teristics can be broken down to purely superficial aspects, such as the extent to which 
a contribution respects common writing standards or reveals irregularities [11, 25]. 
Poorly written contributions containing spelling errors and grammatical mistakes 
increase the noise and ambiguity in the data [26]. Such irregularities impose a higher 
cognitive load on the recipient in the company and make the contributions prone to 
misinterpretation [14]. Hence, they are likely to be detrimental to the interpretability 
or clarity of crowdsourced contributions and may render the acquisition of the em-
bedded information more difficult for companies. Thus, we define the second set of 
our hypotheses as follows: 

Hypothesis 3.  The readability of a textual contribution is positively associated with 
the quality of the contribution. 

Hypothesis 4.  The number of spelling mistakes in a textual contribution is negative-
ly associated with the quality of the contribution. 

4 Methods and Data 

In order to answer our research question, we combine two independent data sources: 
textual contributions from a crowdsourcing project for which we apply text mining 
algorithms to make them eligible for statistical analysis and an expert-based baseline 
measure of contribution quality. This allows detailed insights into the automated clas-
sification of the contributions with machine learning algorithms.  

4.1 Data Collection 

For our study, we retrieved textual data from a crowdsourcing project in the field of 
software testing. We conducted a crowdsourced software test in cooperation with a 
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German-based intermediary that ranks amongst Europe’s leading platforms in this 
domain and manages a crowd of more than 100’000 international software testers. 
The test was designed as a user acceptance test for a website and has been carried out 
in August 2015 over the course of 5 days. It consisted of open tasks that asked the 
testers about their opinion on positive and negative aspects of the website as well as 
suggestions for further improvement. This setting was chosen for several reasons. 
First, user acceptance tests for websites represent one of the most frequently per-
formed types of software tests by crowdtesting platforms, as they allow companies to 
gather feedback from real end users of the software [7]. Second, user acceptance tests 
typically lead to a large amount of textual data which are especially time-consuming 
to evaluate by experts or developers. Third, the feedback retrieved during user ac-
ceptance tests resemble contributions in other domains, such as ideas in innovation 
management or reviews in product development. This allows the results of our study 
to be transferred to other crowdsourcing contexts and ensures their generalizability.  

We received 309 contributions in a raw textual format from 104 testers who repre-
sent the target demographic of the website and who were randomly assigned to the 
software test by the intermediary. On average, the contributions contained 41 words 
with a standard deviation of 38 words. All contributions were written in English.  

4.2 Expert Evaluation of Contribution Quality 

As discussed previously, there is no ground truth to contributions such as ideas, feed-
back, or reviews. In the absence of objective measures, it is necessary to employ an 
expert-based baseline measure for contribution quality [14]. Therefore, we adapted 
the Consensual Assessment Technique for our study [28]. We asked two software 
experts to manually review the feedback. Both experts are involved in the develop-
ment of the website for which the user acceptance test has been conducted. Thus, they 
are qualified to evaluate the contributions of the crowd. They independently reviewed 
all test reports by using the same evaluation scheme. The evaluation scheme is based 
on the framework proposed by Blohm et al. [14] for crowdsourcing and includes four 
criteria: relevance, elaboration, feasibility, and novelty. To cover these criteria, we 
used questions developed by Nørgaard and Hornbæk [29] who applied them analo-
gously for assessing usability feedback in software testing. Hence, they are suitable 
for our study which is concerned with similar feedback to user acceptance tests. Each 
criterion was rated on a 5-point Likert scale. To validate the ratings of the experts, we 
calculated the weighted Cohen’s Kappa for each criterion [30].  

Table 1. Cohen’s Kappa Statistics 

Relevance Elaboration Feasibility Novelty 

0.78** 0.76** 0.77** 0.73** 

Note: **substantial agreement, see Landis and Koch [31] 
 
The strength of agreement as listed in Table 1 is substantial [31] for all criteria, indi-
cating that we have reliable quality measures. We used the mean to aggregate the 
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expert ratings. Since we analyze contribution quality as a multidimensional construct 
[14], we followed past research [32–34] and calculated a composite score for contri-
bution quality by averaging the ratings. 

4.3 Variables and Measurements 

We draw upon related literature [21–25] and use the textual features derived in Sec-
tion 3 as variables to explain and predict the quality of the crowdsourced contribu-
tions. We use two variables (i.e., length and specificity) to account for their contextual 
characteristics and two variables (i.e., readability and spelling) to account for their 
representational characteristics. 

Length. We measure the length of a contribution by counting the total number of 
words per contribution. 

Specificity. We measure the specificity by building the sum of all TF.IDF-indices for 
a contribution. The TF.IDF-index represents a term weighting scheme that accounts 
for the importance of a particular term in the data set based on the term frequency and 
the inverse document frequency [35]. Generally speaking, broad and frequently used 
terms by the crowd (e.g., “bad” or “design”) will receive lower values than more 
specific terms (e.g., “unintuitive” or “navigation”). For calculating these TF.IDF-
indices, we follow the commonly used bag-of-words approach with a vector space 
model and apply standard preprocessing steps [36]. More specifically, we tokenize the 
contributions by breaking them up into individual terms. We apply standard transfor-
mations to the single terms, including normalization (i.e., transforming all characters 
to lower-case), stop word filtering (i.e., removing terms such as articles or preposi-
tions that bear no value for the analysis) and stemming (i.e., reducing terms to their 
root form to avoid duplications) with the Porter stemmer [37].  

Readability. We follow Ghose and Ipeirotis [11] as well as Blohm et al. [14] and 
measure the readability of the text by calculating the Coleman-Liau index [27] for 
each contribution. This index captures the complexity of the contributions by analyz-
ing part-of-speech tags and measuring the average length of their terms and sentences. 
A higher index indicates a better readability for the text. 

Spelling. Finally, we measure irregularities and non-conformance to writing standards 
by counting the number of spelling errors per contribution. In order to ensure that the 
spelling errors were accurately captured, we manually reviewed all 309 contributions. 

5 Models and Results 

5.1 Explanatory Regression Analysis 

In this section, we use regression modeling to analyze whether the textual features of 
the contributions are associated with their quality. The length of a contribution, the 
specificity of the terms, the readability of the text, and the number of spelling errors 
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represent the independent variables. The contribution quality as rated by the experts 
represents the dependent variable. The results are depicted in Table 2.  

Table 2. Regression Analysis 

Coefficient  Estimate  Std. Err.  t-value  p-value 
(Intercept)  2.890  0.039  74.395  < 2.2e-16 *** 
Length   12.091  0.783  15.451  < 2.2e-16 *** 
Length (poly 2)  -4.730  0.694  -6.813  5.18e-11 *** 
Length (poly 3)  2.930  0.710  4.124  4.82e-05 *** 
Specificity  1.752  0.721  2.429  0.016 * 
Readability  2.333  0.708  3.297  0.001 ** 
Spelling  -1.847  0.814  -2.269  0.024 * 

Note: ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05  
Residual Standard Error: 0.683; R-Sq. (adj.): 0.554; F(6,302): 64.8; p-value: < 2.2e-16 
 

It shows that the length (t = 15.451; SD = 0.783; p = < 2.2e-16) and the readability 
(t = 3.297; SD = 0.708; p = 0.001) of a contribution are highly significant indicators 
for its quality. Both features are positively correlated to the quality of the contribu-
tion. Interestingly, as indicated by the polynomials, we observe a diminishing margin-
al utility effect associated with number of words in a contribution, which seems con-
ceptually reasonable. Writing 55 instead of 5 words benefits the contribution more 
than extending it from 150 to 200 words. Regardless of this effect, our results still 
support H1 which states that the length of a textual contribution is positively associat-
ed with the quality of the contribution. The model also supports H3 and shows that the 
readability of a textual contribution is positively associated with the quality of the 
contribution. Similarly, the specificity of the terms (t = 2.429; SD = 0.721; p = 0.016) 
and the number of spelling mistakes (t = -2.269; SD = .814; p = 0.024) in a contribu-
tion are significant indicators for its quality. The former is positively correlated to the 
quality of the contribution. The latter is negatively correlated to the quality of the 
contribution. These results support H2 and H4. The model reveals a high value for R2 
and explains the quality of the contributions significantly well. We found no evidence 
that potential effects between the individual contributors and their contributions affect 
our results. We also examined the residuals and found our model to be sound. There 
are no signs of heteroscedasticity nor autocorrelation. The residual show to be nor-
mally distributed. We can conclude that the proposed variables explain the quality of 
crowdsourced contributions at statistically significant levels. We find support for our 
four hypotheses and will use these findings as the foundation for predictive modeling.  

5.2 Predictive Modeling  

Based on the previously analyzed variables, we train and evaluate a classifier that is 
capable of predicting the quality of the contributions and automatically filter them. A 
binary classification allows for a clear selection rule [2] that decides on whether the 
contributions fulfill the quality requirements and are thus eligible to be forwarded to 
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the organization for further consideration or whether they are of poor quality and 
should be filtered out to not induce unnecessary workload. Hence, we represent the 
evaluation of the contributions as a classification problem. We set the threshold for 
separating high quality from low quality feedback to 3.5, which is comparable to 
previous studies conducted for product reviews [11], and labeled the contributions. As 
a result, 83 contributions were classified as high-quality contributions, whereas 226 
contributions were classified as low-quality contributions. This distribution is con-
sistent with findings documented in previous studies on the quality of crowdsourced 
contributions [11, 2]. We tested different classification algorithms and compared the 
performance of Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbor, Decision 
Trees, and Random Forest for this study. We found the Random Forest algorithm to 
perform substantially better in classifying the contributions compared to the other 
approaches – both regarding the accuracy and the receiver operating characteristic. 
Our findings are consistent with comparative experiments conducted for similar clas-
sification tasks [11]. Thus, we focus on the results of the Random Forest algorithm. 

The Random Forest algorithm [38] builds a large number of decision trees with 
different combinations of the given variables. These decision trees are internally 
trained and evaluated using random subsets of the same data. The Random Forest 
model then averages the decision trees. In this vein, it reduces the variance that comes 
with individual decision trees, provides information about the importance of the vari-
ables for the classification, and overcomes the risk of overfitting [39]. 

We use 100 decision trees for our Random Forest model and set the cutoff for the 
model’s probability estimates at the standard value of 0.5. To build and evaluate the 
classifier, we followed the widely used k-fold cross-validation approach with 5 folds. 
That is, we randomly split our data set in a stratified manner into 5 subsets. 4 subsets 
are used to train the classifier with the given labels. The remaining subset does not 
include the quality labels and is used evaluate the performance of the classifier by 
comparing the labels predicted by the Random Forest algorithm to the actual labels 
provided by the experts. We measure the accuracy, the sensitivity, the specificity1, 
and the receiver operating characteristic [40]. This procedure is repeated until each 
split of the data set has been used to train and evaluate the classifier.  

The results of the cross-validation reveal an accuracy of 80.03% on average for our 
Random Forest model. Thus, by only using the four variables based on our proposed 
textual features, the algorithm is able to automatically predict the quality of the 
crowdsourced contributions and correctly classify them in over 80% of the cases. The 
classifier shows a very high specificity of 87.73%, indicating that it performs excep-
tionally well at recognizing and filtering low quality contributions. As suggested by 
the slightly lower sensitivity measure (60.27%), it is more difficult for the algorithm 
to achieve a high true positive rate. The sensitivity of the classifier can be increased 
by adjusting the cutoff for the probability estimates. Lowering the cutoff by 20% 
increases the classifier’s sensitivity to 75.30%. Naturally, however, this comes at the 
expense of reducing its specificity to 76.56%.  

                                                           
1  It is important to note that, in this context, specificity refers to a statistical measure that 

describes the true negative rate. 
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Figure 1. Receiver Operating Characteristic 

The curve of the classifier’s receiver operating characteristic (ROC) is depicted in 
Figure 1. It plots the true positive rate against the false positive rate [40]. The diago-
nally plotted line represents the strategy of randomly guessing the quality of the con-
tributions. A classifiers that reaches the upper triangular region of this line exploits 
information in the data and performs better than the random classification strategy 
[40]. The area under curve (AUC) is equivalent to “the probability that the classifier 
will rank a randomly chosen positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative 
instance” [40], making it also equivalent to the Wilcoxon test of ranks. Here, the AUC 
reveals a high value of 0.848. Hour classification algorithm performs very well. 

 

 

Figure 2. Variable Importance Plots 

Finally, Figure 2 displays the importance of the four proposed variables, measured 
by the mean decrease in accuracy and the mean decrease in node impurity (i.e., Gini 
index) for each variable [41]. All variables were used by the Random Forest algo-
rithm and have predictive power. The length of the contribution is by far the most 
important variable for the classification. When aiming for a sparse prediction model, 
the variable “Spelling” may be omitted without risking much worse results. 
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6 Discussion and Implications 

The models and results presented in the previous section yield two important findings. 
First, we find support for our hypotheses and show that the length of a contribution, 
the specificity of the terms, the readability of the text, and the number of spelling 
errors are all associated with contribution quality in crowdsourcing at statistically 
significant levels. Therefore, in a second step, we used the textual characteristics in 
combination with an expert-based baseline measure for contribution quality to train 
and evaluate an algorithm capable of predicting the contribution quality and classify-
ing the data. Even for a small data set of 309 contributions, our Random Forest classi-
fier achieves an accuracy of 80.03%. The algorithm has shown to perform especially 
well at recognizing and filtering low quality contributions. It outperforms random 
classification substantially and also achieves a much higher accuracy compared to a 
naïve classifier that would always predict the category with the majority of the ratings 
(i.e., 73.14%). Thus, our Random Forest algorithm proves to be very reliable. These 
findings have valuable implications for both researchers and practitioners alike. 

6.1 Theoretical Implications 

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to show that it is possible to reliably 
explain and predict the quality of contributions in crowdsourcing based on textual 
features of the data alone. We provide empirical evidence for the relationship between 
both contextual and representational characteristics of contributions and their quality 
in crowdsourcing. This indicates that well elaborated and precise solutions, ideas, or 
suggestions are vital for companies trying to leverage the information submitted by a 
crowd. Furthermore, our results suggest that companies require textual contributions 
to be presented in a clear and easily interpretable manner to fully benefit from them. 

Moreover, we contribute a set of models and variables to operationalize these con-
textual and representational characteristics. The models and variables proposed in our 
study have been shown to work well with algorithms capable of automatically as-
sessing and classifying textual contributions. In this vein, we provide the foundation 
for partially automating the evaluation of textual data in crowdsourcing, which has 
frequently been requested by related literature. Kittur et al. [10] emphasized that, 
while “quality control is improving for tasks with a closed set of possible answers, we 
still have few techniques for open-ended work and highly skilled tasks” (p. 7-8). The 
authors specifically asked for studies to analyze potential metrics and propose feasible 
approaches to predict output quality. In crowdsourced software testing in particular, 
related work has expressed the need for efficient mechanisms to assess the quality of 
crowdsourced contributions and automate the evaluation of the data [7]. With our 
study, we close this gap and extend existing research that already uses machine learn-
ing and text mining algorithms to cluster the variety of topics covered in crowdsourc-
ing projects [6, 18–20] by providing both the appropriate variables and models for an 
automated evaluation of high quality and low quality contributions in the potentially 
large sets of textual data. Regarding the importance of different variables, we found 
the length of a contribution to be the most effective indicator for explaining and pre-
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dicting its quality. Both the readability of the contributions and the specificity of the 
terms are positively associated with the quality of the contributions at highly signifi-
cant levels but reveal only moderate predictive power for classification algorithms. 
Interestingly, spelling errors have shown to be the least important feature for the clas-
sification and may even be omitted for sparse models. Therefore, our findings may 
help researchers in selecting variables for predictive modeling in crowdsourcing.  

6.2 Practical Implications 

Our proposed Random Forest classifier allows companies to substantially reduce the 
amount of information that needs to be reviewed manually. It shows that the classifi-
cation algorithm is capable of automatically identifying high quality contributions in 
large data sets and removing those that do not fulfill the quality requirements defined 
by the companies or platforms. In this study, we set the threshold to only include the 
top 30% of the contributions. Hence, the algorithm can make the evaluation of the 
results submitted to crowdsourcing projects much more efficient and offers both time 
and cost savings. It is possible to incorporate the algorithm directly as a filter mecha-
nism on the platforms or in tools for companies retrieving data from these platforms.  

We also show that the sensitivity and specificity of the Random Forest algorithm 
can be adjusted to fit the preferences of practitioners. As both measures are inherently 
linked to each other, the decision to increase one measure will always come with the 
trade-off of decreasing the other. If the costs of wrongfully rejecting a high quality 
contribution is higher than the cost of wrongfully including a low quality contribution 
in the evaluation process, this is a trade-off that should potentially be considered.  

Finally, our automated machine learning and text mining approach also contributes 
to practitioners in the domain of software testing. Related work already proposes 
algorithms that can be used to evaluate technical bug reports more efficiently. For 
example, it is possible to automatically assess the severity of the bug reports [42] and 
detect duplicates in the data sets [43]. As our data stem from crowdsourced software 
testing, we extend these findings and provide developers with an approach to facilitate 
the evaluation of test reports obtained in user acceptance testing, user experience 
testing, or usability testing. These contributions are typically submitted in a free text 
format and entail a high workload for the developers [7]. Our proposed classifier may 
help developers in evaluating these types of test reports more efficiently. 

6.3 Limitations and Future Research 

As with any research, our work does have its limitations. First, the manually assigned 
quality labels used for our data set are inherently dependent upon the rating scales and 
the subjective judgements of the experts. We attempted to address this issue by using 
scales that have been developed specifically for crowdsourced contributions as ana-
lyzed in this study [14]. Furthermore, we let two experts independently review the 
contributions. The Cohen’s Kappas indicate an intersubjective agreement between the 
experts. Second, the data set stems from a crowdsourcing project in the field of soft-
ware testing. We aimed to provide as much generalizability as possible by choosing a 
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user acceptance test setting that yields contributions similar to other crowdsourcing 
contexts that are based on textual data, such as ideas, feedback, or reviews.  

The findings presented in this study may encourage future efforts to analyze the 
performance of the proposed features or models in different crowdsourcing settings 
and expand on our initial results. There is still great potential in making the algo-
rithms cost-sensitive and studying the optimal trade-off between sensitivity and speci-
ficity in crowdsourcing. Furthermore, as we focused on the textual characteristics of a 
contribution, future work may also examine the role of non-textual characteristics and 
analyze features such as the experience or the expertise of the individuals who sub-
mitted the contributions. Finally, text mining and machine learning methods benefit 
from large data sets. Hence, we need scalable concepts for labeling crowdsourced 
contributions and training algorithms with more data. Addressing these issues would 
pave the way for leveraging the full potential of machine learning in crowdsourcing. 

7 Conclusion 

The process of manually reviewing and filtering large volumes of textual contribu-
tions has been a longstanding challenge in crowdsourcing. Given the unstructured 
format of textual data and the diversity of inputs submitted by a crowd, identifying 
valuable inputs and separating them from low quality contributions that cannot be 
used by the companies is very time-consuming and cost-intensive. In this study, we 
propose an approach based on the principles of text mining and machine learning to 
partially automatize this process. Our results indicate that it is possible to explain the 
quality of crowdsourced contributions purely based on textual features, such as the 
length of a contribution, the specificity of the words, the readability of the text, and 
the number of spelling errors. We use these textual features in combination with an 
expert-based baseline measure to train and evaluate a classification algorithm that is 
capable of reliably predicting the quality of the contributions and automatically filter-
ing them for companies. 
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